International Conference on Geological Repositories (ICGR 2020)

Advancing Geological Repositories from Concept to Operation

SYNTHESIS REQUIREMENTS

If you are a Master or Ph.D student, and are interested in speaking at the Conference Session on a particular topic of geological disposal, you are kindly required to submit a synthesis of your presentations during registration.

Content

As a part of the submission process, you will be asked to first pick a topic area from the following list:

- Session 2: Demonstrating technical reliability for operational and long-term safety
- Session 3: Elements for building and maintaining competences (from siting to construction to operation)
- Session 4: Building and maintaining trust

Suggested length of the synthesis of presentations is **300-500 words** (**No posters required**).

The time allocated for presentations in 2A, 3A and 4A will be 15 minutes, and that of 2B, 3B and 4B will be 5 minutes.

Key dates

- The call for synthesis submissions will close on **31 July 2020**. We are unable to accept any late abstracts.
- We will notify the selected speakers by email no later than **31 August 2020**.
- If you provide a presentation file, it should be submitted by **30 September 2020**.

Financial arrangements

Graduate students (Master and Ph.D students) do not need to pay for registration fee. Besides, the NEA will provide financial support of accommodation and transportation to the three graduate students who deliver presentations in Sessions 2-4.
If you are unsure on the details of a topic or have any questions, please contact icgr2020@oecd-nea.org.